Just because there is a trail through the entire state does not mean it's easily accessible. While trailheads and signs exist, the Arizona Trail experience is intended to be a remote and personal encounter with Nature on its own terms. Unlike other long-distance trails, you will go days without seeing humans, and many miles between resupply services. In fact, you might just forget that "civilization" even exists. Spas & Wellness in Arizona Theater & Concerts in Arizona Traveler Resources in Arizona Nightlife in Arizona Zoos & Aquariums in Arizona Classes & Workshops in Arizona. 

Superstition Mountains: Tickets & Tours
Apache Trail Scenic Drive: Tickets & Tours
Tonto National Forest: Tickets & Tours
Arizona Route 89A: Tickets & Tours
Things to do near Superstition Mountains
Things to do near Mount Lemmon
Things to do near Apache Trail
Scenic Drive
Things to do near Tonto National Forest
Things to do near Arizona Route 89A
Things to do near Lake Saguaro.
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The perfect Arizona itinerary with all of the best things to do including the Grand Canyon's best overlooks, Havasu Falls, the Wave (and how to get permits) and more!

Exploring Arizona, with its red rocks and water-carved canyons, is all about appreciating the wide-open spaces and the way the sky lights it up throughout the day. Incorporating some of Arizona's most incredible things to see, some of which are mega-famous and some of which are lesser known, this is my ideal Arizona itinerary. Arizona Travel Guide. Arizona in Pictures: 14 Beautiful Places to Photograph. 16 Top-Rated Tourist Attractions & Things to Do in Phoenix, AZ. 

Popular day trip destinations within easy reach of Sedona include Flagstaff and Jerome. The scenic drives to both of these towns from Sedona make them worth the trip, but you can easily fill a day exploring either place. Skiers can even find downhill skiing just outside Flagstaff at Arizona Snowbowl. Accommodation: Best Spa Resorts in Sedona.